
I Intro. (Aug. 31, 2008) 

 In contradistinction to what the proto-

Gnostics were saying, “the one who practices 

righteousness is righteous” (1Jn. 3:7). On the other 

hand, “one who practices sin is of the devil” (3:8). 

The one who is born of God “cannot sin” (3:9). 

 

II Stark Contrasts Between the Godly and 

Wayward (1Jn. 3:7-9) 

 A. In contradistinction to what the proto-

Gnostics were saying, “the one who practices 

righteousness is righteous” (1Jn. 3:7). 

1. (vs. 7) Here we have another 

warning against permitting ourselves to be 

deceived: “Little children, let no one deceive you; 

the one who practices righteousness is righteous, 

just as He is righteous” (Tekniva [“dim. of tevknon; 
{little} child voc. pl…in our lit. only in the voc. 

pl., used by Jesus in familiar, loving address to his 

disciples, or by a Christian apostle or teacher to his 

spiritual children”
1
; “a person of any age for 

whom there is a special relationship of endearment 

and association - ‘my child, my dear friend, my 

dear man, my dear one, my dear lad.’…‘my 

children, let no one deceive you’”
2
; “This is a 

nursery term for a ‘small child.’ In the NT it 

occurs only in affectionate address”
3
; “a little 

child, a diminutive…is used only figuratively in 

the N.T., and always in the plural.”
4
] mhdei;" [“as 

subst., a negative ref. to an entity, event, or 

condition…nobody”
5
] planavtw [“to cause to go 

astray from a specific way, act…mislead, deceive  

someone trans. sense of 1a without imagistic 

detail”
6
; “in the Passive form sometimes means to 

go astray, wander…frequently Active, to deceive, 

by leading into error, to 

seduce”
7
] uJma'" oJ poiw'n [“to carry out an 

obligation of a moral or social nature, do, keep, 

carry out, practice, commit…do, practice 

virtues”
8
; “Lineal present active indicative, ‘does 
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not keep on sinning’”
9
; “Habit {linear present 

participle}”
10
; “He that keeps on doing {present 

active participle of poiew…} 

righteousness.”
11
] th;n dikaiosuvnhn [“pert. to 

being in accordance with high standards of 

rectitude, upright, just, fair…of humans…In 

keeping with OT tradition, NT writers emphasize 

a connection between upright conduct and sense of 

responsibility to God…conforming to the laws of 

God and people. General definition…one who 

does what is right, is righteous”
12
; “Note the 

article…THE righteousness, in its completeness 

and unity.  Not merely doing righteous 

acts.”
13
] divkaio" ejstin kaqw;" ejkei'no" [“pert. to 

an entity mentioned or understood and viewed as 

relatively remote in the discourse setting, that 

person, that thing, that…abs…w. ref. to well-

known or notorious personalities”
14
; “denotes that 

one, that person…its use marks special distinction, 

favourable or unfavourable; this form of emphasis 

should always be noted…‘He {is righteous}’”
15
; 

“emphatic use of the 

demonstrative”
16
] divkaio" [“was first used of 

persons observant of dikeµ, custom, rule, right, 

especially in the fulfilment of duties towards gods 

and men, and of things that were in accordance 

with right. The Eng. word ‘righteous’ was 

formerly spelt ‘rightwise’, i.e., {in a} straight way. 

In the N.T. it denotes righteous, a state of being 

right, or right conduct, judged whether by the 

Divine standard, or according to human standards, 

of what is right. Said of God, it designates the 

perfect agreement between His nature and His acts 

{in which He is the standard for all men}…It is 

used…in the broad sense, of persons…of 

God”
17
] ejstin [“to be in close connection {with}, 

is, freq. in statements of identity or equation, as a 

copula, the equative function, uniting subject and 

predicate…gener.”
18
]). 
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 In reality, the same theme from the 

previous verses continues here. Once again, John 

gently addressed his readers as “Little children 

(Tekniva),” a term referring to “a person of any age 

for whom there is a special relationship of 

endearment”
19
 here used typically “in affectionate 

address”
20
 for the fourth of seven times in this 

letter (2:1, 12, 28; 3:18; 4:4; 5:21). Jesus used it in 

the same way in Jn. 13:33. 

 Then follows a command to “let no one 

(mhdei;") deceive (planavtw present, active, 

imperative) you.” That is a very strong statement 

in the original. A rather wooden translation would 

be, “Nobody (is to) deceive you,” or simply, 

“Nobody is to be allowed to deceive you.” People 

were trying to do so (1Jn. 2:26). There was also 

concern that we might deceive ourselves by saying 

that we have no sin (1:8). On 2:26 we said that this 

is the word “from which we get our English word 

for planets, which were seen as wandering stars, 

not keeping the same course as the other stars. It 

means ‘to cause someone to hold a wrong view 

and thus be mistaken—“to mislead…to cause to 

be mistaken.”’”
21
 

 The matter about which deception is to be 

a possibility follows. It is that “the one who 

practices righteousness is righteous,” or rather, 

“the one who does righteousness is righteous.” 

There is no word for “practices” in the Greek. It is 

simply the word “does” and nothing else. The 

translation “practices” springs from a theological 

system, not from the semantic value of the Greek 

word, “poiw'n, poioµn.” The obvious reason for the 
introduction of such a translation is to introduce 

into the text the concept of continuous activity. 

Yet the Greek present tense alone bears no such 

meaning, as we have already seen and plan to see 

again. The reality is that for a believer to do even a 

single rewardable act of righteousness is beyond 

the scope the capability of any unbeliever. It 

follows therefore that when a believer does such 

an act of righteousness, it is a manifestation of an 

inward righteousness; in that act it “is” for him to 

be “righteous, just as He (ejkei'no" ‘emphatic’
22
),” 
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Jesus, “is righteous,” which He indeed is (1Jn. 2:1, 

29; cf. 3:4). “Righteousness” is something that is 

“in accordance with high standards of rectitude, 

upright, just, fair.”
23
 To be righteous refers to “a 

state of being right, or right conduct, judged 

whether by the Divine standard, or according to 

human standards, of what is right.”
24
 The proto-

Gnostic antichrists may well have “argued that 

light and darkness, sin and righteousness, were all 

a part of the divine experience.”
25
 If so, “then of 

course they would downplay the ‘wickedness’ of 

such behavior and perhaps pass it off as morally 

neutral…One cannot soften the nature or character 

of sin without distorting reality. Sin is intrinsically 

evil.”
26
 What ZCH said on vs. 4 is appropriate 

here because conduct matters. On vv. 7-8, he says, 

“Perhaps the antichrists felt free to sin while at the 

same time denying their guilt and claiming to 

behave righteously.”
27
 One cannot claim intimacy 

with God and countenance sin or unrighteousness 

in his life. If one has such in his life, he is not 

righteous. He is not like God. He is not right with 

God, and he has no intimacy with God. All claims 

to the contrary are falsified by evil acts. 

 B. On the other hand, “one who practices 

sin is of the devil” (3:8). 

1. (vs. 8) Sin links a person with 

the devil in some real sense: “the one who 

practices sin is of the devil; for the devil has 

sinned from the beginning. The Son of God 

appeared for this purpose, that He might destroy 

the works of the devil” (oJ poiw'n [“to carry out an 
obligation of a moral or social nature, do, keep, 

carry out, practice, commit…do, commit, be guilty 

of sins and vice”
28
; “the A.V. wrongly has 

‘commit’ {an impossible meaning in ver. 8}”
29
; 

“‘doeth,’ R.V., in the sense of practising, is the 

meaning”
30
] th;n aJmartivan [“a departure fr. 

either human or divine standards of 

uprightness”
31
; “sin…The action itself 
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{aJmavrthsi"}, as well as its result {aJmavrthma}, 
every departure fr. the way of righteousness, both 

human and divine…commit a sin”
32
; “lit., a 

missing of the mark, but this etymological 

meaning is largely lost sight of in the N.T. It is the 

most comprehensive term for moral obliquity. It is 

used of sin as…a generic term…{1 John 3:8, 9 

ed.}; in these verses the A.V. use of the verb to 

commit is misleading; not the committal of an act 

is in view, but a continuous course of sin, as 

indicated by the R.V., ‘doeth.’ The Apostle’s use 

of the present tense of poieoµ, to do, virtually 
expresses the meaning of prassoµ, to practise, 

which John does not use”
33
; “John…presents 

Christ as the victor over sin, more specifically by 

taking it away in his death…It derives from 

ungodliness, is universal, involves sins against 

others, and brings guilt and separation from 

God”
34
] ejk [“marker denoting origin, cause, 

motive, reason, from, of…in expr. which have to 

do w. begetting and birth from, of, by”
35
; “from, 

out of, away from…to denote origin, cause, 

motive, reason…in expr. which have to do w. 

begetting and birth from, of, 

by…opp.”
36
] tou' diabovlou [“subst. oJ d…the 

slanderer; specif. the devil…The wicked are…are 

descended ejk tou' d.”37; “an accuser, a slanderer 
{from diaballoµ, to accuse, to malign}, is one of the 

names of Satan. From it the English word ‘Devil’ 

is derived, and should be applied only to Satan, as 

a proper name…Being himself sinful, 1 John 3:8, 

he instigated man to sin”
38
; “Believers are of God, 

sinners of the devil”
39
] ejstivn [“to have a point of 

derivation or origin, be,/come from 

somewhere…Esp. in Johannine usage…originate 

from the devil”
40
; “Used w. 

prepositions…e[k tino" belong to someth. or 

someone…Esp. in Johannine usage 

ejk tou' diabovlou ei\nai originate from the 
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devil”
41
] o{ti ajp! [“lying from {rather than in} the 

beginning”
42
] ajrch'" [“the commencement of 

someth. as an action, process, or state of being, 

beginning, i.e. a point of time at the beginning of a 

duration…beginning, origin in the abs. sense…fr. 

the very beginning”
43
; “beginning, origin in the 

abs. sense…fr. the very beginning”
44
; “in the 

formula ‘from the beginning,’ e.g…with the devil 

as subject {‘from all ages,’ though not in the sense 

of eternal, Jn. 8:44; 1 Jn. 

3:8}”
45
] oJ diavbolo" [“As regards names, we find 

BeléŒar…SatanaŒs and diaŒbolos in Revelation, and 

such terms as ho poneµroŒs, aŒrchoµn touŒ koŒsmou 
touŒtou, theoŒs touŒ aioµ�nos touŒtou, aŒrchoµn teµ�s exouséŒ
as touŒ aeŒros, as well as draŒkoµn and oŒphis. SatanaŒs 
is perhaps closer to Palestinian usage than 

diaŒbolos; the two alternate in John and Revelation, 

while Paul usually has SatanaŒs but diaŒbolos 
occurs in Ephesians and the Pastorals. The two 

main features of the NT concept are the antithesis 

between God and Satan and the presence of God’s 

kingdom in Christ. In opposition to God Satan is 

prince or even god of this world…claiming the 

honor that belongs to God. The unredeemed are 

under his lordship…They belong to him…Their 

works are works of the diaŒbolos…His aim is to 

separate from God. A murderer…and 

liar”
46
] aJmartavnei [“do wrong, sin of offenses 

against the relig. and moral law of God…abs…Of 

the devil”
47
; “present tense…used to indicate an 

event or occurrence taking place over a long 

interval, or an extended sequence of 

events…Extending-from-Past Present {Present of 

Past Action Still in Progress}…The present tense 

may be used to describe an action which, begun in 

the past, continues in the present. The emphasis is 

on the present time.”
48
] eij" [“marker of goals 

involving affective/abstract/suitability aspects, 

into, to…to denote purpose in order to, to…for 
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this reason or purpose”
49
; “to indicate the 

goal…to denote purpose in order to, 

to…eij" tou'to for this reason or 

purpose”
50
] tou'to [“eis touto, ‘for this 

purpose,’…{R.V., ‘to this end’}, lit., ‘unto 

this;’”
51
; “The phrase eis touto, lit., ‘unto this,’ 

signifies ‘to this end,’…{A.V., ‘for this 

purpose’}”
52
] ejfanerwvqh [“to cause to become 

visible, reveal, expose publicly…of 

persons…pass. w. intr. sense show or reveal 

oneself, be revealed, appear…to someone…Esp. 

of Christ…The purpose of the appearing is given 

by a i{na clause”53; “a person…pass…show or 

reveal oneself be revealed, appear tiniv to 
someone…Esp. of Christ; of his appearance in the 

world…The purpose of the appearing is given by a 

i{na clause”54] oJ uiJo;" [“He is God, and hence his 

messianic work is God’s own work”
55
; “Christ 

confirms monotheism by depriving the prince of 

this world of his power…He battles the 

devil…resisting his temptations, driving out 

demons, binding the strong man, turning the 

apparent defeat of the cross into victory, and 

establishing the dominion of the one 

God”
56
] tou' qeou' i{na [“marker to denote 

purpose, aim, or goal, in order that, that, final 

sense…after a demonstrative…for this {purpose, 

namely} that”
57
; “in final sense to denote purpose, 

aim, or goal in order that, that…after a 

demonstrative…for this {purpose, namely} 

that”
58
] luvsh/ [“to do away with, destroy, bring to 

an end, abolish”
59
; “destroy, bring to an end, 

abolish, do away with…of the devil”
60
; “to cause 

to cease to exist - ‘to cause to come to an end, to 

cause to become nothing, to put an end to.’…‘in 

order to put an end to the works of the Devil’”
61
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“to loose, dissolve, sever, break, demolish, is 

translated ‘destroy,’ in 1 John 3:8, of the works of 

the Devil.”
62
] ta; e[rga [“that which is brought 

into being by work, product, undertaking, 

work…work in the passive sense…the devil’s 

undertakings or enterprises”
63
; “of that which is 

brought into being by work…work in the passive 

sense…the devil’s undertakings or enterprises”
64
; 

“Human Labor as Sin and Vanity…This negative 

assessment of human work takes on a radically 

theological character in the NT, where we find 

such expressions…as evil, lawless, and dead 

works”
65
] tou' diabovlou [“subst…one who 

engages in slander…in our lit. as title of the 

principal transcendent evil being the 

adversary/devil…In imagery, those who oppose 

divine interests or purpose”
66
]). 

 This verse is expressing essentially the 

opposite of the last, namely, that “the one who 

practices sin is of the devil.” Of course, 

consistency says that the term “practices” does not 

belong here either. Again the Greek is simply 

“does (poiw'n, poioµn).” Continuity is not in view as 

such. A single act of sin is just as likely on the 

table as not. A single act of sin is satanic as well. 

This should not come as a surprise “for (o{ti) the 
devil (diabovlou “one who engages in 

slander…adversary”
67
) has sinned from the 

beginning (ajrch'" ‘origin in the abs. sense…fr. 

the very beginning’
68
),” probably from just after 

the beginning of creation because at the creation of 

the earth, “all the sons of God,” the angels, of 

which Lucifer was one, “shouted for joy” (Job 

38:7). Because “Sin originated with Satan and is 

his constant practice,”
69
 since the Garden of Eden 

in Gen. 3:1 ff., then, “To take part in sin at all is to 

take part in his activity.”
70
 For unbelievers, this is 

a way of life to one extent or another (1Jn. 5:19), 

and when the unbeliever sins, it is an expression of 
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who he is (cf. vs. 10), and it cannot be otherwise 

because he is does not have God’s seed in him (cf. 

9).  

But can a believer sin and have it said of 

him that he is in some sense “of the devil”? The 

answer clearly seems to be in the affirmative. For 

whereas the unbeliever has one nature, believers 

have two. The old nature, not to be eradicated until 

death or the rapture, is in league with the devil. 

When we sin as believers, it is of Satan to the 

extent that it arises from him and the old nature, or 

old man. Jesus said to Peter, “Get behind Me, 

Satan!” (Mt. 16:23). Peter committed a single sin 

in bringing a change in his state from “Blessed are 

you, Simon Barjona” in vs. 17 to this deleterious 

one apparently just a few minutes later. Paul 

talked about believers caught in “the snare of the 

devil, having been held captive by him to do his 

will” (2Tm. 2:26b). In another place, he referred to 

believing widows who had “already turned aside 

to follow Satan” (1Tm. 5:15b). Simply stated, 

when a believer sins, he has done the will of 

Satan, and to the extent that he has done that, he is 

indeed “of the devil” because the sin that he 

committed is sourced in the devil. Each time it 

happens, Satan is surely delighted, but the Spirit is 

grieved. 

 The good news is that “The Son of God,” 

namely, Jesus of Nazareth, “appeared 

(ejfanerwvqh) for this purpose (eij" tou'to), that 
(i{na) He might destroy (luvsh/ “to loose, dissolve, 
sever, break, demolish”

71
) the works of the devil.” 

The Greek term for “appeared (ejfanerwvqh)” is 
used for the eighth time in the letter (1Jn. 1:2 [bis], 

2:19, 28; 3:2 [bis], 5) and will occur one more 

time (4:9), though we have the adjective in vs. 10. 

We already saw something similar to this in vs. 5a, 

“And you know that He appeared in order to take 

away sins.” Getting rid of sin and Satan are part 

and parcel of the same act. Sin was taken away by 

the cross, and Satan was defeated at the cross as 

well (Col. 2:15). We can enjoy the benefits of 

these two facets of Christ’s work everyday. “The 

final termination of all sin is the ultimate aim of 

our Lord’s First Advent.”
72
 

                                                 
71Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

72Hodges, Zane C., The Epistles of John (Grace Evangelical Society, Irving, Texas, 1999). 

B. The one who is born of God “cannot 

sin” (3:9).  

1. (vs. 9) It could be that this one 

verse so often misunderstood has been the source 

of more consternation than almost any other in the 

NT: “No one who is born of God practices sin, 

because His seed abides in him; and he cannot sin, 

because he is born of God” 

(Pa'" oJ gegennhmevno" [“become the parent of, 

beget…by exercising the role of a parental 

figure”
73
; “beget…fig. of the infl. exerted by one 

person on another…Pass.”
74
; “It is used 

metaphorically…in the writings of the Apostle 

John, of the gracious act of God in conferring 

upon those who believe the nature and disposition 

of ‘children,’ imparting to them spiritual life”
75
; 

“John…always describes birth in terms of 

origin”
76
; “The seed of 1 Jn. 3:9 is the Spirit rather 

than the word. Birth from God or the Spirit is a 

reality but also a mystery. Statements about it are 

not based on experience but are made in faith and 

are true in virtue of the believer’s fellowship with 

God”
77
] ejk [“marker denoting origin, cause, 

motive, reason, from, of…in expr. which have to 

do w. begetting and birth from, of, by”
78
; “from, 

out of, away from…to denote origin, cause, 

motive, reason…in expr. which have to do w. 

begetting and birth from, of, 

by”
79
] tou' qeou' [“God in Israelite/Christian 

monotheistic perspective, God the predom. use, 

somet. with, somet. without the art.”
80
; “quite 

predom. of the true God, somet. with, somet. 

without the art…With 

prep.”
81
] aJmartivan ouj poiei' [“to carry out an 

obligation of a moral or social nature, do, keep, 

carry out, practice, 

commit”
82
] o{ti spevrma [“genetic character, 

nature, disposition, character, of the divine…that 

dwells in one…and makes it ‘impossible for such 
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75Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

76Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

77Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

78Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature. 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 296. 

79Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

80Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature. 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 450. 
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a pers. to sin’”
83
; “The divine principle of life”

84
; 

“a derivative and imparted nature - ‘nature, 

something of the nature of.’…‘everyone who is 

born of God does not commit sin, because God’s 

nature is in him’”
85
; “seed…fig…the seed of 

God…that dwells in the one who is 

gegennhmevno" ejk tou' qeou'...and makes it 

‘impossible for him to sin’”
86
; “it is possible to 

understand this as meaning that children of God 

{His seed} abide in Him, and do not go on doing 

{practising} sin {the verb to commit does not 

represent the original in this passage}. 

Alternatively, the seed signifies the principle of 

spiritual life as imparted to the believer, which 

abides in him without possibility of removal or 

extinction; the child of God remains eternally 

related to Christ, he who lives in sin has never 

become so related, he has not the principle of life 

in him. This meaning suits the context and the 

general tenor of the 

Epistle.”
87
] aujtou' ejn aujtw'/ mevnei [“remain, stay, 

intr…in transf. sense, of someone who does not 

leave a certain realm or sphere: remain, continue, 

abide…Vice versa, of someth. that remains in 

someone…Of the seed of God”
88
; “intr. remain, 

stay…a pers. or thing remains where he or it 

is…fig., of someone who does not leave the realm 

or sphere in which he finds himself: remain, 

continue, abide…Vice versa, of someth. that 

remains in someone; likew. in Johannine 

usage…Of the seed of God”
89
; “to stay, abide, is 

frequently rendered to 

remain”
90
] kai; ouj duvnatai [“Conceived as a 

perfect ideal, life in God excludes the possibility 

of 

sin.”
91
] aJmartavnein o{ti ejk tou' qeou' gegevnnhta

i). 
 Here is one of the critical statements that 

John made, which remains a point of debate in 

today’s world: “No one who is born of God 

                                                 
83Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature. 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 937. 

84Vincent, M.R. Vincent's Word Studies. electronic ed. :: , . 1 Jn 3:9. 

85Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

86Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

87Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

88Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature. 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 630. 

89Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

90Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

91Vincent, M.R. Vincent's Word Studies. electronic ed. :: , . 1 Jn 3:9. 

practices sin,” more accurately, as we have seen 

repeatedly, “No one who is born 

(gegennhmevno" perfect, passive, participle) of 

God does (poiei') sin.” The new birth is a key 

theme in this letter as we saw in 2:29 (2:29; 4:7; 

5:1, 4, 18). “Practice” is a significant overplay of 

the Greek present tense. John said that “no one 

who is born of God” does these things, that is, a 

person who has undergone the new birth does not 

sin at all. The reason follows, “because His seed 

(spevrma) abides (mevnei) in him.” This seed is the 

“nature…of the divine…that dwells in one…and 

makes it ‘impossible for such a pers. to sin.’”
92
 It 

is “The divine principle of life,”
93
 yes and “a 

derivative and imparted nature…God’s nature is in 

him.’”
94
 “The seed signifies the principle of 

spiritual life as imparted to the believer, which 

abides in him without possibility of removal or 

extinction; the child of God remains eternally 

related to Christ.”
95
 Peter said that we have been 

made “partakers of the divine nature” (2Pt. 1:4b). 

about this matter of identifying the seed Hodges 

quotes Brown as saying, “But in the long run the 

exact identification (of ‘seed’) is not so important, 

so long as we recognize that the author is talking 

about a divine agency for begetting God’s 

children, which not only brings us into being but 

also remains and keeps us His children.”
96
 The 

person that we are in Christ, the new creation, the 

new man, indeed life from God, which is the 

dwelling place of the Holy Spirit within us, 

“cannot sin,” literally “is not able (duvnatai) to sin 
(aJmartavnein).” While taking rather the ideal view 

of Kubo, Vincent says, “Conceived as a perfect 

ideal, life in God excludes the possibility of sin.”
97
 

John is not talking about any ideal setting. He is 

talking about a present reality, namely, that the 

new man, the person that I am in Christ is not 

capable of sinning at all. So if I sin as a believer, 

which John says I will in 1:8, then that is the 

expression of the old man, the sin nature. It is not 

the real me (Rm. 7:20). The present tense 

continuous understanding that a true believer will 

                                                 
92Arndt, William, Frederick W. Danker and Walter Bauer. A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and 

Other Early Christian Literature. 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000. 937. 

93Vincent, M.R. Vincent's Word Studies. electronic ed. :: , . 1 Jn 3:9. 

94Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

95Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

96Hodges, Zane C., The Epistles of John (Grace Evangelical Society, Irving, Texas, 1999). 

97Vincent, M.R. Vincent's Word Studies. electronic ed. :: , . 1 Jn 3:9. 
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not continuously sin has been shot down here at 

JBC before based on 1Jn. 1:8, and 1Jn. 5:16.  

 In addition, we include this paragraph from 

Hodges, “It is small wonder that the ‘tense 

solution’ in 1 John 3:9 is in the process of 

imploding in the current literature. It was shrewdly 

questioned by C. H. Dodd in his commentary in 

1946 and dealt a major blow by S. Kubo in an 

article entitled, ‘1 John 3:9: Absolute or 

Habitual?’ published in 1969. It has since been 

given up by the three major critical commentaries 

published since Kubo’s article; namely, I. Howard 

Marshall (1978), Raymond E. Brown (1982); and 

Stephen S. Smalley (1984). It seems quite clear 

that the ‘tense solution’ as applied to 1 John 3:9 is 

an idea whose time has come-and gone!” 

 

III Conc. 

 In spite of all that has been said, the 

present continuous tense view of this passage is 

presently almost universally said to be the proper 

view. It is made a standard test for whether one is 

saved or not. Do you continuously sin? If so, you 

are lost. If not you are saved. But who can say for 

certain that he does not sin continuously? Thus we 

are not surprised that those who hold this view and 

those who follow them are generally suffering 

from grave doubts as to their own salvation. It 

cannot be otherwise. For if I do not now know for 

certain that I am a believer, then surely to work for 

the knowledge of my salvation, as their view of 1 

John commands, is not different from working for 

my salvation. And that is contrary to God’s word 

(Rm. 4:5). 


